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SUMARIO

Para fluido inccnpressfvel, viscoso, Pr = 0,73, estado estável,
são analisados, problemas térmicos não lineares, presentes em convec-
ção natural e forcada em dutos retangulares inclinados com temperatura
de parede constante, foi observado que existem valores máximos para o
fator médio de atrito, Números de Nusselt e Stanton, quando a inclina-
ção do duto está entre 30° e 60°, e um determinado valor do número
do Arquiniedes (Ar). Existem soluções únicas independentes da inclina-
ção do duto (mando Ar » 0.5. C Cu-Ctex )

SUMMARY
Steady - state numerical results for the solution to the non-linear

thermal problem of combined free and forced laminar convection in
inclined rectangular channels with constant but unequal surface tem-
peratures are presented for an incompressible, viscous fluid whose
Prandtl number, Pr = 0.73. Fluid properties are assumed constant,
except for density variations with temperature. Maximum values exist
for the -mean friction factor, Nusselt and Stanton numbers when the
inclination to the horizontal lies between 30° and 60° for a given Arch-
imedes number, Ar. Also, for any given inclination a unique solution
exists when Ar - 0.50. L L )
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1. Introduction

When in non-isothermal flow density variations which

arise ns a result of temperature gradients are suff ic ient] /

large to produce buoyant forces in a gravitational field,

the buoyant force terms n>ust be retained in the governinr

equations of Navier-f-tokes. Die relative magnitudes of the

forced and free convection effects are obtained by normal itinp,

the par t ia l differentia] equations which describe the flow

and by examining the relative magnitudes of such parameter.-:

as the Reynolds, Grashof and Prandtl numbers. Of part icular

significance inthe case of combined free and forced laminar

convection in rectangular channels, is the orientation of the

gravitational field. The purpose of this paper is the ret'oro

to present the heat and flow results for combined free and

forced laminar convection in inclined rectangular ' ch.iivieT-

t/ith constant but unequal surface temperatures for a fluiii

whose Prandtl number, IJr~0.73. It is desired to find out i i

a c r i t i ca l angle exists at which the heat and flow parameters

are maximum. Since the combined effect of the mutually in-

teracting fields is given by Gr/Re2 , the Archimedes number, i t

is also desired to know if n part icular value of Gr/Re2 exists

that yields a unique solution to the thermal problem. 'Ihe

importance of the last two conditions can be appreciated in

the design of heat transfer equipments such as the f lat-plate

solar collectors where convection must necessarily occur in

an oriented gravitational f ield.

Numerical studies of fully developed combined free and

forced laminar convection in inclined rectangular channels

under the thermal boundary conditions of axially uniform wall

heat-flux has been reported by Ou et al l [ l ] . The improved

formulation used by three authors redefined the Reynolds and

Rayleigh numbers in terns of the angle of inclination to the

horizontal. Because of the introduction or* these modified

non-dimensional parameters, the i r formulation failed to

recover the horizontal case as a limiting orientation.Cheng

and Hwang [2] presented numerical results for fully deveimod

combined free and forced laminar convection in horizontal

rectangular channels under the thermal boundary conditions
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of axially uniform wall heat-flux and peripherally uniform

wall temperature, while Cheng and Hong [3] reported a nume-

rical study using a combination of boundary vorticity and

line iterative methods to determine free convection effects

on fully developed laminar upward flow in inclined tubes

with the angle of inclinntion appearing explicitly in their

formulation. Iqbal and Stachiewcz [4] obtained theoretical

results of variable density effects in fully developed com-

bined free and forced laminar convection in inclined tubes.

Also, Iqbal and Stachiewicz [4j reported the study of the

same phenomenon in inclined tubes and showed that for a

given set of non-dimensional parameters, there exists a par

ticular tube inclination that produces a maximum heat trans_

fer rate. The work of Ozoe et ai [S] though on pure natural

convection, showed that a critical angle exists at which the

heat transfer is a maximum.

In all the foregoing references the formulations, except

the f i r s t , have the orientation of the gravitational field

appearing explicity. However, they all have the same thermal

boundary conditions and their analyses are restricted to only

the fully developed regimes. In the present work, a steady-

state analysis is carried out numerically for the two-dimensional

problem. No general assumptions of fully developed regimes

are mado except that at remote distances from the channel

entrance, the hydrodynaraic and thermal fields are assumed

not to vary with distance. In solving the problem, the

pressure gradient terms are eliminated by cross-differcn -

tiation of the momentum equations. The combined momentum and

energy equations are then normalised following Mori and

Uchida [6]. The vorticity transport equation is derived from

the combined momentum equation with the angle of inclination

appearing explicity in the formulation. The vorticity trans

port and energy equations are discretized following De-

nis {V]. T n e s e equations are solved simultaneously using the

boundary vorticity method and the five-point Gauss-Seidel

iterative procedure for the prescribed inhomogeneous ther-

mal boundary conditions. For computational convenience, the

inlet conditions are those of uniform velocity and tempera-
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equal to that of the cooled surface,

2. Mathematical Formulation of tho Problem

It is assumed, a priori, that t.ho channel aspect ratio is lartci: and

its width is several times the magnitude of its height so that the lat-

eral side effects are negligible whon a longitudinal section, far re-

moved from the -'(-rticra lKiiindiiii.» sides, is takon. Por modei'ate temper-

ature gradLen;.:-> ine problem n'«luces 1.0 a two-dimensional one.

The flow is assumed steady, luminar, inexpressible and no internal

heat generation exists. Ftor the low velocity flows considered, vi»•"it-

dissipation is negligible. Fluid properties are assumed constant c.\r<>-

pt density variations with temperature considered significant only in tho

buoyancy term. The governing equations referred to the rectangular

Cartesian coordinates, (X,Y), an*: Continuity Equation:

au + 3V _ 0 (1)

Momentum equations in X- and Y- direct ions respectively a r e : -

Ü3U V3U _ 3P . V|U2,, rrr _ . „. , „ .
—Tv + ~7v 5s? + vv U + gfHl-T ) b in a (.2)

J ^ + V|V = _ J P + v 7 2 v ^ a ( 3 )

Energy equation;

U3T
Yy " - . (4)

Boussinesq approximation:

p = P m {1 - e(T-Tc)} (5)

where U, V are the respective local fluid velocity components in the X-

and Y- directions, P the local pressure, T the local temperature, T ih<>

cold wall temperature, u the kinematic viscosity, X the thermal diffus-

ivity, g the gravitational acceleration, 8 the thermal coefficient of

expansion, a the angle of inclination to the horizontal and p and p

the local and mean densities respectively of the fluid. The boundiiry

conditions are:-

a) At X ~ 0, 0 < Y < b,

U = H,,; T = Tc; V = 0

b) At X = XL, 0 < Y < b,

3T 3D 8V n

c) At Y * 0, 0 < X < X^

T m T C; U - V = 0 (No-slip condition at wall)

d) At Y •» b, 0 < X < X.
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T = T • U = V=0 (No-slip condition at wall) where b is the channel

height, X. the length of channel, T. the hot wall temperature and Un the

mean fluid velocity.

The pressure gradient terms are eliminated between the momentum equa-

tions (2) and (3) by cross-partial differentiation. Non-dimensionalizing

the resulting vorticity and energy transport equations following Mori and

Uchida [6]gives the following non-dimensional forms of the vorticity and

energy transport equations respectively.

u3oi
~3x

u30
3x

3y - Tte"
Gr, 30 30 Cos ot) (6)

(7)~3y ~ RePr v °
where the lower case letters, u,v,x,y, represent 111< > non-dim-as inna] val-

ues of u(v,X,Y respectively, 0 the non-dirreinsional temperature difference and

a) the vorcity function. Re = \Lp is the Reynolds number, Gr = f?g(T.-T )b3
~ i — *

the Grashof number, Pr = y the Prandtl number. The vorticity function, u

is linked with the stream function, V through the Poisson equiition,

u = - V2V (8)

while the non-dimensional velocity components, u,v, are given by,

The normalized boundary conditions are:-

a) A t x = O , O < y < l

u = 3.0; 0 = v = 0 .

b) At x = x , , o < y < 1

3 0 _ 3 u = ^v _ _3* _ 3Ü) _

3x ~ 3x 3x 3x ~ 9x" ~

c) At y = o, o < x < x , , (d) At y = 1, o < x

Y = 0h = 1,0
u = v = 0
.. _ /Dv 3u,

< x.

f = u = v = 0 = oc
,3v 3iK , _

The vorticity and energy transport equations (6) and (7) respectively

are discretized following Dennis [7] and the resulting finite-difference

equations solved using Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure. Since the com-

putational procedure for numerical determination of the boundary vorticity

and numerical solution of a set of finite-difference equations are well

discussed elsewhere £1,2], details of nuivrk'ul solution ine I tiding

finite-difference approximations are omitted here for the sake of breyity.

In the numerical conputation, the prescribed error for all dependent

variables is
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.(k+1) Jk) < 10,-3

where •. . is a dunny variable at any golds point (1,J) and k is the

iteration counter.

3, Flow and Heat Transfer Results

lhe local and mean flow and heat transfer coefficients are confuted

from the flowing expressions respectively.

X m

«ail; Nu -

where fx, Nux are the local friction factor and Nusselt number respect-

ively and f , Nu their corresponding mean values obtained'by Trapezoid-

al Rule. The mean Stanton number is St * Nu
m in

RêPf

Since three independent non-dimensional parameters are involved

in the present problem, a complete parametric study is not practical,

hence only representative cases for air (Pr • 0.73) are given to illus-

trate the inclination angle or body-force orientation effects.

4. Discussion of Numerical Results

Using Ar as parameter, the variations of the mean Nusselt and Stan-

ton nunnbers and friction factor with channel orientation are presented in

figures 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Of particular interest, is the varia-

tion of the mean Nusselt number with the angle of inclination. A nurher

of important observations can be made in fig. 2. At a » 15°, the mean

Nusselt number Is the sane for all non-vanishing Archimedes numbers. Be-

tween a - 30° and a • 60°, there is a critical angle at which the mean

Nusselt number is a maximum for a given Ar. This maximum varies proport-

ionately with Ar while the corresponding critical angle increases with

decreasing Ar. Por a given Ar, this variation of the mean Nusselt nuntoer

with a Is similar to that obtained by Ozoe et ai. [5] for the variation of

the mean Nusselt number with the angle of inclination for natural convec-

tion in a square channel heated isotbermally from below and similarly

cooled from above.

It Is recognised that Archimedes number can very in two ways, Re can

be kept constant while Or is varied and vice-versa. Therefore the nran

Nusselt number and friction factor are each bound to vary in two ways. Figt-

5 and 6 show the plots of Nu vs and f vs Ar respectively for the two

modes of variation of Ar for a number of channel orientations. A criti-
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cal Archimedes number exists for a given inclination at which the mean

Nusselt number assines a single value. The same is true for the mean

friction factor. In both cases, this critical Archimedes number • 0.5

and remains so for all inclinations, but the unique values of Nu and f

depend on thelncllnatlons. This is a very significant finding since it

assures that at this critical Archimedes number, there are single nean

values of Nu and f associated with a given a.

5, Applications

One.application that readily comes to mind is in the design of flat-

plate Solar collectors «here the hot plate is heated by Solar Energy and

the heat generated is convected away by forced flow for various uses.

For instance If air is the medium of convection, the heat convected can

be used for drying grains. In view of the changing position of the sun,

the orientation of such a heat transfer equipment with respect to the

gravitational field, becomes an Important factor in predicting the

position at which heat transfer is a maximum,if any.

6. Conclusions

Practically all conceivable channels are finite in extent so that

fully developed regimes are hard to come by. The problem is therefore

basically that of an entrance region and mean values of the heat transfer

and flow parameters are more representative of actual results than those '

obtained for idealised fully developed regimes. In the light of the

assumptions made to simplify the mathematical model the following

conclusions can be made.

1. The mean Nusselt number is independent of the non-zero Archimedes

numbers when the angle of inclination to the horizontal is 15°.

2. For a given non-zero Archimedes number, the critical angle at

which the mean Nusselt number and friction factors are maximum lies

between 30° and 60°.

3. A unique solution to the thermal problem exists for a given inclina-

tion only when the Archimedes number, Ar = 0.50.

4. Hie results of Ozoe et ai [õ], which have been confirmed experiment-

ally by the authors, lend support to the validity of the present

solution and the conclusions arrived at. if

• : ^ K : ::•:;••• I
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